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Abstract
The emergence of the crypto business has spawned an ecosystem of fintech start-ups that are
utilizing cutting-edge methods to reach out to new investors across borders. People are
flocking to this new-age, fast-emerging industry due to crypto curr
Despite the industry's frequent headwinds in the form of market instability, the lure of huge
returns and rapid money has drawn a large number of investors. Furthermore, regulatory
uncertainty has failed to damper the spirits of investors, particularly those who are new to the
investment business. In light of this, many people are wondering whether the growing crypto
currency business may be leveraged to expand the financial inclusion net. There is a belief
that the prominence of the crypto business has piqued the interest of potential investors, who
want to learn more about financial investment tools. This article is intended to present the
basics of crypto-assets centres: block chain, the disruptive technology upon which these
assets are built; the role and adoption of crypto assets for payments; and last but not least, the
prospect of crypto-assets as an unique asset class.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Many people have been surprised by the explosion in the interest for crypto-assets. India is
projected to have over ten million bit coin users, with the number rapidly rising. For a larger
audience attempting to comprehend this new world and its terminology, the process is
difficult and tough.
A crypto currency, also known as a crypto-currency, crypto, or coin, is digital money that
functions as a means of exchange over a computer network and is not supported by any
central authority, such as a government or bank.
On the mechanism, when a transaction occurs on a block chain, it is broadcast to all
computers on the network. An agreed consensus process authenticates a block of new
transactions, and then the validated transaction block is added to the preceding chain of
blocks. Because each block is linked to the one before it, double spending is difficult because
it would necessitate modifying each following block. Many examples include ether, cardano,
doge coin, tether, stellar, and others, followed by the Bit coin. Crypto currencies are the
collective name for them. The prefix 'crypto-' refers to the fact that the transactions are
generated or authenticated using cryptography.
II. OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY
1. To understand crypto-assets centres: block chain, the disruptive technology as the
foundation upon which this new asset class is built.
2. To investigate the role and adoption of the distinct class asset (crypto currencies) towards
fostering financial inclusion.
3. To bring out the implied risk and challenges with the adoption of crypto currencies.
III. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
The research is based on secondary information. Secondary data is gathered from numerous
journals, publications, and websites to investigate the role of the distinct class asset (crypto
currencies) towards fostering financial inclusion.
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IV. THE DISTINCT CLASS OF CRYPTO ASSETS
A revolutionary technology, block chain
Block chain, a distributed ledger system, has emerged as one of the most revolutionary and
pervasive technologies of our time in the previous decade. In its most basic form, block chain
is a distributed network of different users sharing an encrypted digital database. A transaction
on block chain is broadcast to all network participants, establishing an unalterable transaction
record. This one basic characteristic has the power and potential to revolutionize financial
services by providing a platform that enables better transparency, enhanced security,
operational efficiencies, and cost reductions, an unbeatable combination for the future of
financial services platforms.
The block chain technology platform is the foundation for crypto currencies. Bitcoin and
Ether are the most popular crypto currencies, with over 4,000 in circulation. Ethereum is a
digital software platform that uses the same block chain technology as Bit coin, but goes a
step further by utilizing tamper-proof and decentralized contracts, as well as its own crypto
currency, Ether. The more adaptable character of Ethereum, according to most crypto
analysts, is expected to lead to considerably higher adoption and usability in the years ahead.
Crypto currencies are decentralized systems in which transactions are authenticated by
consensus among members.
The acid test with digital payments
Every day, billions of transactions and payments are made digitally by banks, e-wallets,
insurance and asset management firms, and other financial institutions. Will crypto currencies
be considered a far-reaching and frequently utilized payment option in the future, as most
people believe? In some places of the world, this is already the case.
El Salvador just stated that it will be the first country to accept Bit coin as legal tender
beginning of September 7, 2021. Many of us may be surprised by this, but it is not outside
what Satoshi Nakamoto originally envisioned as a more utopian vision of Bit coin when it
was launched in 2008. Bit coin was envisioned as the money for individuals at the bottom of
the wealth pyramid and those who were unable to use traditional financial channels.
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It was a vision of financial inclusion in which communities could easily transact payments
digitally using their smart phones, with control exerted collaboratively by all members of the
community on a technology platform that allowed for self-regulation. In countries where
fundamental banking channels are lacking, the adoption of crypto-currencies can be
transformative to a society, allowing people to make cashless payments and perhaps saving
more.
Scalability and new digital fiat currencies are likely to stymie wider adoption of crypto
currencies for payments. While Bit coin is projected to process 4.6 transactions per second on
average, compared to Visa's 1,700 transactions per second, its adoption potential is now
limited by its inability to grow exponentially.
A second potential issue is if governments begin to tokenize their own fiat currencies, i.e.,
might we have a digital rupee or digital dollar on a block chain platform? We'd have the best
of both worlds: payments done using digital fiat currencies that are recognized as a medium
of exchange with a store of value and a unit of account, all on a rock-solid technology
platform.
Central banks have already begun to take steps in this direction. China had distributed 200
million digital Yuan as part of multiple pilot projects across the country by April 2021, and
other countries are likely to rapidly follow suit with their own digital fiat currencies. This
may create challenges for crypto currencies in terms of payments, but it has the potential to
become an asset class for investors.
The birth of a new asset class: crypt currency
While there has been a number of global macroeconomic factors, such as expected negative
yields across developed, the contemporary interest in crypto currencies has been spurred by
historic highs in equities markets and unprecedented volumes of liquidity supplied by central
banks, there are also significant social factors such as FOMO (fear of missing out), genuine
curiosity, and speculation that are fostering a new breed of crypto-asset investors and traders.
Bit coin broke the $60,000 per unit barrier in April 2021. In June 2021, its worth halved just
as quickly. Bit coin has a stipulation in its source code that there will only be a finite supply
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of 21 million bit coins produced, so the scarcity of the asset produces a value and people
believe in its value.
For the average investor, though, such volatility is difficult to bear. Crypto currencies'
speedier and stronger return in 2020 demonstrated the level of robustness that more
knowledgeable investors were searching for. However, investors who have been waiting to
invest will be closely watching how crypto currencies go from here, as well as the volatility
that comes with them.
Crypto currencies operate as a hedge (although one with high volatility) with poor correlation
to other assets. They are not a gold alternative because they trade as pro-cyclical risk-on
assets and should be treated as such.
Unlike conventional commodities, which are valued based on scarcity and utility, cryptos are
valued based on their network. The possibility of the network becoming obsolete or a
competitor network becoming more appealing is thus a key risk for crypto-asset holders.
Surprisingly, the network itself acts as a risk mitigater, as all players, including miners,
exchanges, developers, merchants, investors, and speculators, have a financial interest in the
network's success. As a result, even during periods of value erosion, holders of crypto-assets
are driven to struggle to maintain the asset's worth. While trading and investing in crypt
currencies is not prohibited in India, it is unregulated, which creates a misperception
regarding this asset class among the general public. Regulators all across the world are
attempting to keep the delicate line between traditional financial markets and cryptos in check.
The use of crypto currencies for illegal drugs, terrorist financing, ransom ware, and other
criminal activities, as well as how to monitor these transactions, is the major issue for
regulators.
The amount of energy used to mine crypt currency has prompted a heated discussion among
the ecologically minded. Mining Bit coin alone is projected to take as much electricity as a
medium-sized European country. If investors are to take this asset class seriously in a postpandemic world where ESG integration and climate risk are significant concerns, the mining
process will need to transition to more efficient and renewable fuel sources.
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V. Crypto currencies towards financial inclusion
Investment and transaction choice
According to industry estimates, India has 15 million to 20 million crypto investors, with
total crypto holdings of roughly 400 billion Indian rupees ($5.35 billion).
Few people could have predicted how much the Internet would change the world in the 1990s.
For example, when Amazon

now the world's largest retailer outside of China

began as an

online book seller in 1994, few of its early customers expected the company's offers to
expand to include food, electronics, cloud computing, and streaming services. Today,
cryptocurrency is in a similar situation, with little understanding of its potential to change the
financial environment and have a beneficial global influence. Cryptocurrencies were created
to let people generate, store, and transfer wealth more efficiently. They do, however, have the
ability to contribute to the greater goal of financial inclusion by providing an investment and
transaction choice to everyone, regardless of nationality, ethnicity, race, gender, or
socioeconomic status.
Cryptocurrencies are publicly available, autonomous real-time settlement assets that cover all
major currencies. They've recently developed a reputation as programmable money for the
public, which is a word for actual money represented in digital form or via tokens. Electronic
ledgers, generally referred to as block chains, are used to track programmable money.
There are currently about 1.7 billion unbanked people worldwide, with 190 million in India.
India has the world's second-largest online population. According to a recent IAMAI-Kantar
ICUBE estimate, there would be 622 million active Internet users in 2020, with that figure
predicted to grow by 45 percent to 900 million by 2025. Consumers have become
increasingly aware of and comfortable with digital exchanges and crypto currencies as a
result of the growing number of internet citizens and the subcontinent's digitalization and
financial inclusion projects.
India

An emerging adopter of crypto currency

Financial inclusion is improving as crypto currency adoption rises. In a country like India,
where many people are underserved or unable to use traditional financial institutions, crypto
money allows them to conduct financial transactions swiftly, cheaply, and without fear of
being judged. Furthermore, crypto currencies create a new asset class for people to invest in
and develop their wealth.
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As India's Internet usage and digital landscape develop, so does the popularity of crypto
currencies among the general public. India is second in the world in terms of cryptocurrency
adoption, according to a recent report from block chain data platform Chainalysis. According
to various estimates, about 15 million Indians have invested in crypto-related assets to date,
with a recent Kantar survey revealing that one- sixth of the urban Indian people possess
cryptocurrency.
Between April 2020 and May 2021, crypto investments in the country increased by more than
sevenfold, from $923 million to over $6.6 billion. These advances, combined with rising rural
Internet penetration, are enhancing the country's financial access.
According to a recent PWC analysis, a mix of centralized, decentralized, account-based, and
token-based models would most likely be used in the future of money in India. Central Bank
Digital Currencies, stable coins, and crypt currencies would coexist with traditional digital
and physical currencies in this scenario. Embracing crypto currencies will not only help India
achieve its aim of financial inclusion, but will also reduce transaction costs, reduce reliance
on cash, and promote money mobility around the world.
For more than a decade, India has been among the top remittance recipients in the world.
Because remittances are frequently associated with high fees and long wait times for financial
transfers, their business model has significant consequences for developing nations such as
India. Crypto currencies, with their aforementioned advantages, provide a feasible solution
for making international transfers cheaper and faster.
India's young population is propelling crypto currency adoption.
India has the right conditions to support a crypto economy, with a huge, digital-savvy
population made up of millennial and Generation Z, as well as an abundance of tech
personnel skilled in block chain technology. This has resulted in the emergence of block
chain firms and the creation of new digital currencies, with the Reserve Bank of India
planning to test its own digital currency by December of this year.
Due to the simplicity of use, young Indians aged 18 to 35 are considering cryptocurrency to
be a better investment alternative than gold, according to current World Gold Council
research.
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As India continues to deal with the effects of the Covid-19 outbreak on the economy,
financial inclusion becomes a concern as people and businesses pick up the pieces. The
country's financial system may become far more democratized and accessible in the future
decades. It is hoped that India has the wisdom to give cryptocurrency the attention it deserves
while developing its financial inclusion and economic growth strategies.
VI. THE IMPLIED RISK AND CHALLENEGES WIH CRYPTOS
There is a place for crypto currency as an asset, but it must abide by all regulations and
not be used as a backdoor for money laundering... it must be used as an entrance point
for a large number of young people into financial markets.
Because of its high transaction fees and volatility, crypto currency is not ideal for
transactions.
According to Reuters, India's federal government plans to discourage crypto currency
trading by applying high capital gains taxes and is also considering classifying crypto
currency as an asset class.
Crypto currencies are not money, financial assets, real estate, or digital assets. As a
result, no financial sector authority can regulate it. Regulating something that cannot
be defined is impossible.
If a significant portion of savings and credit shifts to cryptocurrencies, the banking
sector will be weakened, if not disintegrating, compromising financial stability.
India should be especially concerned about the danger of private currencies being used
for global strategic domination. If, for example, a private currency substantially
replaces the Rupee, the company that runs it (or the government that controls it) might
effectively dictate India's economic strategy.
Virtually all crypto currencies are valued in US dollars (or potentially any of the freely
convertible currencies). Wider adoption would result in more people using these
currencies. As a result, crypto currencies do not pose the same threat to convertible
currencies as the Rupee, which is not a global currency. Following the lead of AEs in
the area of crypto currencies would effectively be working against the national
currency's interests.
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VII. Conclusion

surveillance. Crypto currencies were created primarily to circumvent the financial system's
regulation. It jeopardizes the country's financial sovereignty and exposes it to strategic
manipulation by private corporations that create these currencies or governments that control
them. On the other hand it is also true that understanding crypto assets is still in its stage of
infancy. Because of its constant changing environment, we need to retain an open mind as it
evolves. Crypto traders now have limited investor protection, but legislation is trending in the
direction of encouraging "positive innovation." Let us not forget that crypto-assets were
created with the goal of fostering a more equal society, and we should all hope that it
succeeds. Digital currency will also make currency management more efficient and cost
effective.
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